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"The world I !11 which all things are continuous":
On the Unity of Or Else
RANDOLPH PAUL RUNYON

"Or Else-Poem IPoems 1968-1974 is conceived," Robert Penn
WmTen tells us in a prefatory note, "as a single long poem composed
of a number of shorter poems as sections or chapters."' To what
extent is the title's assertion-both Poems and Poem-a valid claim?
Ja!'les Justus writes of "the directions for reading this volume play
fully handed over to the reader, who must decide: is it a six-year col
lection of diverse poems ...? or is it a single poem conceived as a
sequence? It is something of both."' Dave Smith finds that Warren
"has caused his 32 poems to operate as something like panels which
form a loose sequential movement .... In an especially canny but not
unpredictable strategy-if one has noted Warren's long habit of bind
ing poems into thematic sequences-Warren has constructed the
poems of Or Else as reflectors, baffles, mirrors, and back-lights ....
[I]t is through the juxtaposition and oblique continuities of remark
ably varied poems that the form of Or Else creates a vision at once
dynamic, complex, and emblematic."'
Having found evidence of a strong sequential structure 111
Warren's last four poetic collections (Now and Then, Being Here,
Rumor Verified, and Altitudes and Extensions), as well as in his first
(Thirty-sixPoems),' I have recently tried to determine if such could
also be said of Or Else. I have found that it can, and in the space
available here, I wish to present the first pait of a detailed reading of
that collection carried out along the same lines as those I had earlier
made of the others. W hile the principal theme of my study is the
sequential echoing structure of the collection, there is a secondary
one as well, the Danae and Perseus myth that increasingly appears to
me to be an essential pait of Warren's personal poetic mythology.
119

Or Else is actually composed of two inte1twining sequences:
twenty-four Roman-numeraled poems with eight Arabic-numeraled
"Inte,jections" occurring after the first, fourth, fifth, seventh, twelfth,
fifteenth, eighteenth, and twenty-first poems of the first group. The
first of these "Interjections" is remarkably brief:

Is this indeed a poem, or merely a reflection on the poem it immedi
ately follows, "I. The Nature of a Mirror"? Is it just an inte1jectory
remark on the mirror alluded to in the first poem's conclusion-"Time
// Is the mirror into which you stare"? The "Interjections" to follow
will prove more substantial than this one. But as the first of that sec
ond series it may at least be announcing something of the structure of
the sequences' to come, for it could hardly show in any clearer way
its continuity with its immediate predecessor. Shall we take that ini
tial continuity as a harbinger of continuities to come?
The third poem in Or Else, "II. Natural History," shows continu
ities with its Roman-numeraled predecessor. In "Natural History,"
"The mother is counting her money like mad, in the sunshine." In "I.
The Nature of a Mirror," "the sun / ... sinks / Lower, larger, more
blank, and redder than / A mother's rage." Both mothers are mad,
though in different ways.
The mother madly counting money in the sunshine is intelligible
in the context of Warren's casting his figure of the mother as Danae
impregnated by Zeus's golden shower. Think of the stream of urine
with which his last novel begins. In "the torrent of gold-bodied
August sunlight, perfectly transparent but somehow as substantial as
lava, pouring inexhaustibly down from the sky" on the day of his

father's funeral, Jed Tewksbury, overhearing the conversations of the
men who have come to pay their last respects, learns how his father
died. Returning home dnrnk, Buck Tewksbury had been standing up
in his wagon to urinate when he fell-"still hanging on to his dong,"
as his son recalls, "and hitting the pike in such a position and condi
tion that both the left front and the left rear wheels of the wagon
rolled, with perfect precision, over his unconscious neck ....
Throughout, he was still holding on to his dong."" The dong's double
use is apparent in the remark one of the mourners makes: '"All his
r'aren and skirt-tearen round Claxford County and he ends like tryen
to jack off in the middle of the night on the gravel of Dugton Pike."'
'"Naw,"' another one intones, '"he must of been standen up to piss. "'7
In Wilderness, the protagonist encounters, in the home of the man
who would like to adopt him as his son, a statue "of Perseus medita
tively holding the head of Medusa."' In a parallel scene in A Place to
Come To, again with a potentially adoptive father, Professor Heinrich
Stahlmann, Jed Tewksbury encounters a statue of the Discobolus, the
Discus-Thrower. Jed tells us that he would spend "long hours ...
alone" in that room, enraptured by "the details of Dr. Stahlmann's
domain .... I would examine every book and every object, trying to
penetrate its inner rneaning."9 The inner meaning of the Discus
Thrower-and of the parallel statue in Wilderness of Perseus contem
plating the head of Medusa-is pretty clear from the rest of the Danae
myth. Danae, after Zeus's golden shower, gave birth to Perseus, who
rid the world of the petrifying gaze of the monster Medusa by cutting
off her head, which he managed to do without encountering her dan
gerous gaze by making use of the mirroring surface of Athena's
shield. The rest of the story explains why the statue of Perseus con
templating Medusa's severed head in one novel is paralleled by the
statue of the Discus-Thrower in the other: After the Medusa episode,
Perseus accidentally kills his maternal grandfather, Acrisius, by strik
ing him with a discus he had thrown in a game. As Laius had tried to
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"Inte1jection #I: The Need for Re-evaluation"

ls this really me? Of course not, for Time
Is only a mirror in lhc fun-house.

You must re-evaluate the whole question.

I

I

!i i
iii

elude the prophecy that he would die at the hands of his son and
therefore exposed the infant Oedipus to die on a hillside, Acrisius had
tried to avoid fulfilling the prophecy that a son born to his daughter
would kill him by locking Danae up where no man could reach her,
though Zeus did in the form of the golden shower. It seems likely, as
I suggest in 71ie Taciturn Text, that the wagon wheels that killed Jed's
father in A Place to Come To are a reincarnation of that discus, as the
grandfather takes the place of the father (who, after all, could strike
back at Zeus?), especially because his attempt to elude the prophecy
parallels that of Oedipus's father.'" Ernest Jones gives a Freudian
interpretation that justifies this identification: "When the grandson in
the myth avenges himself ... by slaying the tyrannical grandfather ...
he slays the man who endeavored to possess and retain the mother's
affections, i.e., his own rival ... the primordial father, for whom to
him the grandfather is but an imago.""
Not only in these novels, but in other poems too does Warren
develop his version of the Danae-Perseus-Medusa myth. In "No Bird
Does Call," in Being Here, the narrator retreats to a "Bowl-hollow of
woodland, beech-bounded, beech-shrouded" where in autumn is
spread "a carpet of gold, for then/ The hollow is Danae's lap lavished
with gold by the god."" As I wrote in 11,e Taciturn Text, "It is a place
reminiscent of the setting in The Cave near Beecham's Bluff, where
the entrance to the cave lay under the roots of 'the biggest beech of
all' (16), for in the poem ['No Bird Does Call'] the 'roots of great
gray boles crook'd ... down/ To grapple... in the breathless perimeter
I Of moss, as in cave-shadow deeper and darker than velvet.'"" Lying
there on Danae's lap, the narrator in the poem "With closed eyes ...
fell so slowly ... as though// Into depth that was peace, but not death."
If the mother is Danae, then the narrator is her son, Perseus, return
ing to the womb. The father, source of the golden carpet lavishing her
lap, is not only Zeus but the beech tree.
To return to "Natural History," we can see Danae in "The moth-

er ... counting her money like mad, in the sunshine./ Like shuttles her
fingers fly, and the sum is clearly astronomical." It is astronomical in
another sense too, celestial, of heavenly origin like the shower from
the sky. "The money the naked old mother counts is her golden mem
ories of love. / That is why I see nothing in her maniacally busy fin
gers." The identification of the money with memories of love offers
further proof of the relevance of the Danae myth: The golden show
er that in "No Bird Does Call" was a carpet of golden beech leaves is
now a wealth of gold coins, even though the coins are invisible to the
poet, as they are but intangible memories of love, recollections of the
father's contribution to his origin, and all he can see is her rapidly
moving hands, fingers flying "Like shuttles," as if she were weaving.
Weaving what? The other poem-the one that precedes it in the
sequence if we for the moment abstract out the intervening
"Interjection" as being of a different order, woven both in and out of
the main sequence of Or Else's poems-that other poem, "The Nature
of a Mirror," does offer a possible answer in the form of a texture that
may be maternal: "the sun, / ... sinks / . ... redder than/ A mother's
rage, as though / ... the first vagina / Had not had the texture of
dream." This "first vagina" is probably in its most obvious sense the
site of the narrator's first experience of intercourse. But on some
other level it may be the original vagina, the one that in a later poem
in Or Else is likewise a place where one dreams: "did we/ once in the
womb dream ... ?" ("XIV. Vision Under the October Mountain: A
Love Poem"). What we may have dreamed was of something golden,
which I interpret, still in the context of Wmren's reworking of the
Danae myth, as the father's necessary presence: "Golding from
green"-like the beech leaves in "No Bird Does Call," for this moun
tain's gold undoubtedly comes from its October-tinged trees-"gor
geous the mountain / high hangs in gold air ... it is // the image of
authority"-a paternal trait indeed. In the womb did we "dream/ of a
gold mountain in gold I air floating, we in the// pulse and warm slosh
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of I that unbreathing bouillon .... did we/ dream a gold mountain, did
/ it glow in that faceless unfatuous/ dark ...?"
If that is the "first vagina," then "the sun, / Beyond the western
ridge of black-burnt pine stubs like/ A snaggery of rotten shark teeth"
sinking "redder than / A mother's rage" may be a vagina de11tata,
frightening thought, but not far removed from the mother as Medusa,
who was known not only for her serpentine hair but also her "huge
teeth."" "The terror Medusa induces," wrote Freud, "is ... a terror of
castration that is linked to the sight of something .... [I]t occurs when
a boy, who has hitherto been unwilling to believe the threat of cas
tration, catches sight of the female genitals, probably those of an
adult, surrounded by hair, and essentially those of his mother."'s
Teeth, trees, and castration are brought together elsewhere in Or Else:
"the saw's song ... glee of steel and the / sun-shriek, the scream of
castration, the whirl-tooth hysteria / of now, now, now!" in "VII.
Chain Saw at Dawn in Vermont in Time of Drouth." If the teeth
through which something like a mother's rage is seen in "The Nature
of a Mirror" evokes Medusa, so too is the mirrored gorgon evoked in
"Natural History" when the mother's "smile sways like daffodils
reflected in a brook." The teeth may be detected in that smile, or just
beneath its surface; regardless, the mirror the brook affords reflects
"the mirror into which you stare" in "The Nature of a Mirror," the
mirror that is Time.
The father, too, appears in "Natural History":
In the rain lhe naked old father is dancing, he will gel wet.
The rain is sparse, but he cannot dodge all the drops.
He is singing a song, but the language is strange to me.

The song of the father tells how at last he understands.

but such it has always been in Warren's world. It is the "taciturn text,"
the message the father leaves for his son to interpret in all the novels
and in some very interesting poems. The poems in Warren's first and
last sequences re-enact that father-son relationship, each poem trying
to make sense of its predecessor, reading that inherited text and try
ing out a new context for its fragments. Here, in addition to the snag
gle-tooth mad mother seen in Time's mirror re-contextualized as the
brook-reflected smile of a mad money-counting Danae (did Perseus
see his mother in the mi1rnr when he slew the gorgon?), we have the
father who understands and the son who does not understand that
understanding in one poem, which may be the re-contextualization of
an evidently more complete understanding: "The sky has murder in
the eye, and I/ Have murder in the heart, for I/ Am only human./ We
look at each other, the sky and l. / We understand each other" (italics
added).
I think that sky is the father. Zeus, the source of the golden show
er translated here (in "Natural History") as "the sum ... clearly astro
nomical," is the sky god par excellence. In "III. Time as Hypnosis,"
the next poem in the sequence, gold-the inseminating, paternal
essence in the Danae myth evoked in the "golden memories of love"
the mother counts "like mad"-returns in the eyes of the predator that
swoops down from the sky, bringing death to a field mouse:
Have you ever seen how delicately
Etched the pri'n� of the field mouse's foot in fresh snow is?
I saw the tracks. But suddenly, none. Nolhing

But the wing-flu1Tied snow. Then, small as a pin-head, the single

Bright-frozen, red bead of a blood-drop. Have you ever
Stared into the owl's eyes? They blink slow, then burn:

Burn gold in the dark inner core of the snow-shrouded cedar.

The song and the language in which it is sung are strange to the son,

The eyes that here "Burn gold" anticipate the dreamed-of gold mom1tain of which the poet asks, "did/ it glow in [the] dark?" WmTen will
return to this scene of the owl in the cedar in "On Into the Night," in
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That is why the language is strange to me.

Being Here: "taciturn/ The owl's adrowse in the depth of a cedar/ To

For three poems in a row, there have been drops. In "Natural History"
the father is dancing in the rain and will get wet because he cannot
dodge all the drops. In "Time as Hypnosis" the field mouse the father
owl has killed drips blood. In "Blow, West Wind" there are beads of
sweat, very cold, on the dead father's mouth, and bright water drips
from the son's hand. The son watches the water drip down "in the
sunlight" and marvels at the brightness-a golden brightness, as he
makes, in imitation of his father, his own golden shower. These sev
eral sorts of drops reek of both life and death, the sweat on the
father's mouth the temperature it is because his corpse is cold. They
evoke the rain drops the father both dodged and danced in-a f ather
that was supposed to stay in his grave. That father understood some
thing but expressed it in a language the son did not understand; the
poet's insistent returning to and reworking of the drop imagery over

the course of these three poems may be his attempt to interpret it.
The Perseus myth offers another potential key. The owl is not
only the father but the son, if the son is Perseus, for the drop of blood
from the field mouse recalls the drops of blood from Medusa's head
that fell on the ground beneath Perseus's flight, as he carried away his
prize through the air on winged feet. This seems likely, given that
WmTen alludes to it in A Place to Come To: '"Dugton,"' Jed
Tewksbury's mother once said to him, referring to his home town,
"'do you know how it came to be? ... One time there was a pigeon big
as the Rocky Mountain and he stuffed his-self on all the pokeberries
and cow patties this side of Pike's Peak and the bowel movement hit
him about this pait of Alabama and they named it Dugton. "' Later in
the novel, Jed will see a purse-snatcher leap to the hood of an auto
mobile and "stand beautifully balanced there with the purse-like
Medusa's head hanging from the hand of Cellini's Perseus .... I
remember thinking how beautiful, how redemptive, all seemed. It
was as though I loved him. I thought how beautifully he had moved,
like Ephraim, like a hawk in sunset flight."'" Like the owl, the hawk
in such poems as "Mo1tal Limit" and "Red-Tailed Hawk and Pyre of
Youth" represent the father; Ephraim is Jed's son. Being Perseus is
evidently something passed down from father to son to one's own
son.
"Necessarily, we must think of the/ world as continuous," we are
told in "lnte1jection #2: Caveat." Certainly the world in the opening
poems of Or Else is, as we have seen in the persistent drops and the
insistent returnings to the Perseus myth. Yet in "Caveat" the narrator
asserts as well that "on- I ly in discontinuity, do we / know that we
exist, or that, in the deep-/ est sense, the existence of anything/ sig
nifies more than the fact that it is/ continuous with the world." The
case is made in "Caveat" that if you "fix your eyes firmly on / one
fragment of crushed rock" at a highway construction site, that one
piece of crushed rock will begin to declare its discontinuity from the
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pre-enjoy the midnight's revel.""' As a "taciturn ... owl," he enacts the
f ather's role in Warren's symbolic world, like "the taciturn tall stone,
/ Which is your fathers' monument and mark" in the earliest poem to
which he kept returning in his several Selected Poems, "To a Face in
the Crowd." 11
That the owl in the cedar is the father-"the golden image of
authority" in "Vision Under the October Mountain"-is apparent from
the way the cedar returns in the next poem, "IV. Blow, West Wind,"
where its association with the father is made explicit:
... 0, the cedar
Shakes, and I know how cold
Was the sweat on my father's mouth, dead.
Blow, west wind, blow, shake the cedars. I know
How once I, a boy, crouching at creekside,
Watched, in the sunlight, a handful of water
Drip, drip, from my hand. The drops-they were bright!

world. It will start to glitter, and then vibrate and "all things" will
"seem to/ be spinning away from the universal center that the single
fragment of/ crushed rock had ineluctably become."
Each poem in a sequence like this demands to be the center of our
attention, and may even, as the piece of crushed rock threatens to do,
"scream // in an ecstasy of// being." But the sequence too makes
demands on our attention. In the immediately following poem, "V. I
Am Dreaming of a White Christmas: The Natural History of a
Vision," what the narrator stares at (as he speaks of staring at the
piece of crushed rock) and what becomes the essence of staring-his
dead father's missing eyes in this vision of an impossible return to
Christmas morning in Guthrie-has an occult relation to the object of
his gaze in "Caveat," a relation that is only there when these two
poems appear m sequence:

(though he had included it in the 1975 Selected Poems); contempora
neously, he removed the two instances of the word "crushed" from "I
Am Dreaming."'" "Caveat" gone, these two erstwhile links to a now
vanished immediate predecessor had no longer any reason to exist.
Like the father's eyes they once denoted, they are "not there. But, /
Not there" perhaps they can "stare at what is not there."
Dave Smith notes that the scream in "Caveat" is soon followed
by another in "I Am Dreaming," the next poem in Or Else:
in Bellevue,

In a bare room, with windows barred, a woman,

Supine on an iron cot, legs spread, each ankle

Shackled to the cot-frame,
Screams.

She keeps on screaming because it is sunset.
Her hair has been hacked short.

The eyes

Arc not lhere. But,

Not there, they stare at what
Is not there.

Not there, but

In each of lhe appropriate twin apertures, which are
Deep and dark as a thumb-gouge,
Something that might be taken for
A mulberry, large and black-ripe when, long back, crushed,
But now, with years, dust-dried. The mulberries,
Crushed and desiccated, each out of
lls dark lurking-place, stare out at

Nothing.

Smith asks, "is it the scream that is an 'ecstasy of being' ?"21 This is
just the sort of question Wmrnn's sequential echoes make us ask.
What might the screaming mental patient have to do with the scream
ing rock? The continuity between "Caveat" and "I Am Dreaming"
with regard to continuity itself is readily apparent, for "Caveat"
begins with the asse,tion that "we must think of the / world as con
tinuous," and "I Am Dreaming" closes with this summing up:
All items listed above belong in the world

In which all lhings are continuous,
And are parts of the original dream which
I am now trying to discover the logic of. This

Nowhere else has the word "crushed" appeared in Or Else (nor will
it)'" but here and in the crushed rock that wants so much to declare i'ts
independence from the world's continuousness. Yet, alas! it is
ineluctably continuous with these father's eyes, and Warren, it would
appear, willed it so. For when he reprinted "I Am Dreaming" in the
1985 New and Selected Poems he chose not to reprint "Caveat"

If all things in "I Am Dreaming" belong in the same world of contin-
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Is the process whereby pain ol' the pasl in its pastness
May be converted into the future tense

or joy.

uousness, then the screaming woman may not be just any mental

seems to invite us to do in the Christmas scene-we can imagine a
similar tension between continuity and discontinuity in the scene of
the screaming woman. The rock wanted to be discontinuous in order
to know it existed (if we can read its screaming assertion of being as
an exemplification of stanza two's assertion that only in discontinu
ity do we know that we exist); for the poet as he makes poetry of his
own life, the woman on the cot was both in and out of his life. Blotner
reports that Wmrnn recalled, "I didn't feel a thing" when he learned
of Cinina's death in 1969, and that he said this with "a tone of muted
wonder."v
More than the scream links the rock and the woman. After the
rock starts to glitter and vibrate but before it screams, "At this point,
while there is still time and will,/ I advise you to detach your gaze"
for "Not all witnesses/ of the phenomenon survive unchanged." The
fragment of rock assumes Medusan power, dangerous to look at. The

re-emergence of the Medusa theme at this point in the collection may
have something to do with a detail in the scene of the screaming
woman, one that almost appears added as an afterthought: "Her hair
has been hacked sho,t." Her threatening locks shorn, she is no longer
quite the threat she was-appropriately so, for a piece of a rejected
past that nevertheless belongs "in the world I In which all things are
continuous" has been removed.
The woman on the cot and the ghostly Christmas scene are con
nected not only by virtue of being pieces of the poet's personal past
but also through their connections to the cmshed rock of "Caveat,"
whose ties to the father's cmshed-mulberry eyes and the woman's
screams are now apparent. The poem's closing assertion challenges
us to find other connections between the Christmas dream that occu
pies sections 1-8 and the Times Square (a place-name evocative of
the temporality haunting the poem) moments in sections 9-10 and the
view from Nez Perce Pass in section 11.
The latter, though also important to Warren as a setting in Chi�{
Joseph, may have some relation to the paternal nose in the Christmas
dream, whose "Nostril-flanges" have "gone tattered" in section 2, lit
erally a "11ez perce." Such an association seems bizmrn, but we are
dealing, as stanza I 2 tells us, with the logic of dream, in a world
where not only are "al I things... continuous" but "are parts of the orig
inal dream which/ I am now trying to discover the logic of." Equally
bizarre, yet just t,he sort of thing dreams are made of, is the associa
tion that may arise from the "dry fabric" of the mother's dress in sec
tion 4 and the "drawers ...drying stiff at the crotch" of the old men
coming out of pornographic theaters in section I 0. Though the dry
fabric of the mother's dress "droops over breastlessness" it also "falls
decisively away" from her knees and the viewer's attention is drawn
to her crotch, to "the shrouded femurs that are now the lap," shroud
ed by that same dry fab1ic.
"IV. Blow, West Wind" is not without its echoes (and reversals)
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patient, but someone, like the parents in the opening scene, from the
poet's own life. Readers of Joseph Blotner's biography of WmTen
may be forgiven for seeing in her Cinina Brescia, the poet's first wife,
who in May I 950 was "committed ... to the psychiatric division of
New York Hospital.""
There is a tension in "Caveat" between the narrator's decla
ration that we must think of the world as continuous and his subse
quent assertion, in the second stanza, that "on- I ly, in discontinuity,
do we I know that we exist." The rock that first glitters, then vibrates,
and from which "all things seem to I be spinning away" but which at
the same moment becomes "the univer- / sal center" may be assert
ing, when it screams in an ecstasy of being, its discontinuity from the
world. But whether it has achieved that discontinuity is not clear.On
the one hand all things seem to be spinning away from it; but on the
other, it has become the universal center.
Reading "I Am Dreaming" biographically-which Warren

in "I Am Dreaming," the poem that follows it in the Roman
numeraled sequence. In the former poem, the dead cannot speak ("the
last who might speak are dead") while in the latter, they can:
No presents, so11, till the little ones come.
What shadow of tongue, years back unllcxcd, in what
Darkness locked in a rigid jaw, can lift and flex?

Lines 5-8 of "Blow, West Wind"-

Real" the narrator speaks of "narrow and fog-laced passes," the latter
poem is more strongly tied to the one that follows it, "VI. Ballad of
Mister Dutcher and the Last Lynching in Gupton." This is typical of
Or Else's two intertwining sequences: The Interjections are echoed in
one of the poems that adjoin them, but not necessarily both (the
extremely brief "Inte1jection #1," for instance, comments exclusive
ly on the mirror of the poem that precedes it but has no relation to the
one following). The Rornan-numeraled poems, however, consistently

(I) "I know" becomes "Then I ... know"; (2) the kestrel in the sunset
sky becomes the jet in the sunset sky (sustained in a yellow light that
suggests the golden shower of paternity); (3) the cold sweat on his
father's mouth becomes the cold sweat on his own skin.
Though the last scene evoked in "I Arn Dreaming" is of the "Nez
Perce Pass" and in "Interjection #3: I Know a Place Where All Is

rework elements of their predecessors in their series.
Access to the "Place Where All Is Real" can be gained only by
escaping from murderous pursuers: "if you can manage to elude the
natives of/ intervening zones, who practice ghastly rites and have an
appetite for human flesh." While there are no cannibals in the
"Ballad," its story concerns a man trying to elude pursuers who are
trying to kill him. They succeed, and the unnamed black man who
had shot a clerk in an attempted robbery is lynched, thanks to the sur
prising expe,tise Mister Dutcher reveals about knotting a noose. The
fleeing man not only did not "manage to elude" his pursuers, but at
the moment of hanging "managed never/ to get a good, clean drop"
and so suffered a drawn-out death. Of those who make it up to the
high country "Where All Is Real" some come back down, but may
"die of an oppressive/ pulmonary complaint" when they return to a
lower elevation. A death, that is, from lack of breath-a fate met in
another form in "the Last Lynching in Gupton" (emphases added in
the above examples and in the ones that follow).
At the heatt of "I Am Dreaming" is the query, "Will I never know
I What present there was in that package for me, / Under the
Christmas tree?" The question remains unanswered, but the "Ballad
of Mister Dutcher" reveals what lies hidden in another package,
Dutcher's secret knowledge of knots, metaphorically presented as
"that one talent kept, against the/ advice of Jesus, wrapped in a nap
kin" (kept, that is, until the day of the lynching). That wrapping
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I know how the kestrel hung over Wyoming,
Breast reddened in sunset, and 0, the cedar

Shakes, and I know how cold

Was the sweat on my father's mouth, dead.

-find multiple parallels in this passage from section 9 of "I Am
Dreaming'':
Of a sudden, know:

Then,

Times Square, lhe season
Late summer and the hour sunset, wilh fumes

In throat and smog-glitter at sky-height, where
A jct, silver and ectoplasrnic, spooks through
The sustaining light, which

ls yellow as acid. Sweat,
Cold in arm-pit, slides down flesh.
The flesh is mine.

recalls the "wrappings" littering the hearth in the dream, "silver and
r
crimson and gold,/ Yet gleaming f om grayness," the color that sums
up Dutcher's outward appearance, whose face, smile, coat, and house
were "gray." Of the three packages under the tree, the narrator was
"wondering I Which package is mine," while Dutcher's napkin
wrapped talent is "something he can call truly/ his own." That con
cealed talent "was what Mister / Dutcher, all the days, weeks, and
years,/ had known, and nohody'd known that he knew." Through the
dream of his childhood Christmas, it is as if the narrator had been car
rying it with him in all the years since then, like the mad killer's
"treasure" in "Crime," the pursuing phantom in "Original Sin: A
Short Story" (both in Eleven Poems on the Same Theme), the
"Nameless Thing" that walks the house after midnight in the poem of
that title (in Rumor Verified), or the manuscript of the Cass Mastern
story that followed Jack Burden from one rented apaitment to ,moth
er in All the King's Men.
While the narrator of "I Am Dreaming" would like to know what
he cannot know, and Mister Dutcher does not let others know what he
knows until that fateful day, the narrator in the next poem, "Chain
Saw at Dawn in Vermont in Time of Drouth," would like to impart a
certain knowledge to someone else, but must first discover it himself:

for when the big
bread truck they had him standing on
drew out, he hung on with bolh feel
as long as possible

The two things to be learned are named a little earlier in the poem
when the narrator lies in bed one summer morning thinking about a
man he knows is dying: "I / Cannot tell him how to die because / I
have not learned how to live." The victim of the lynching didn't know
how to die, either,

and consequently "managed never/ to get a good, clean drop, which
was, I you might say, his last mistake."
The dying man in "Chain Saw," reflecting on his life, "wonders/
Why his boy turned out bad," a misfortune paralleled in the preced
ing poem, as Dutcher's son had "died I one cold winter night in jail,
where/ the town constable had put him/ to sober up." This, in turn,
suggests an intriguing parallel between Dutcher's son and the
lynched man, in that both died while in the constable's custody, and
through his negligence. Having on that earlier occasion allowed
Dutcher's son to freeze to death in his cell, he now allows the lynch
ing party to take possession of the prisoner without a fight. "The con
stable, it sort of seemed, / had car trouble, and there he was / by the
road" with his head under the hood, when they caught up with him
and his prisoner.
The parallel between the deceased son and the victim of
Dutcher's knotting prowess is enhanced by a re-emergence of Or
Else's motif of the golden shower and its echo a page later in a reflec
tion on the death of Dutcher's son. When the bread truck was drawn
away, the black man "keeled over, slow and head-down, in-/ to the
rope, spilling his yell out/ like five gallons of fresh water/ in one big,
bright, out-busting slosh/ in the sunshine." Spilling water in the sun
shine is what the narrator recalls himself doing as a boy in "Blow,
West Wind": "once I, as a boy, crouching at creekside, / Watched, in
the sunlight, a handful of water / Drip, drip, from my hand. The
drops-they were bright!" Dutcher sees his progeny, extinguished
through the death of his only son, as a missing drop: "with no/ drop
of his blood to persist in/ that .../ darkness that ... is Time." It is sure
ly no mere coincidence that on the preceding page the dying breath
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I must endeavor to learn what
T must learn before I must learn

The other thing. If

I learn even a 1ittle, I may,
By evening, be able
To lell the man something.

of the lynchee should be figured as a liquid spilled on the ground.

blending of images, the father's trace, the residue of his fathering the

Perhaps it is no coincidence, either, that at about the same time that

child who would become the poet, becomes the mark itself of Time.
The drouth-stricken landscape of "Chain Saw at Dawn in
Vermont in Time of Drouth," where "The heel of the sun's foot strikes

Warren was writing the "Ballad" (first published in 1974) he was
writing the opening scene of A Place to Come To (published in 1977),
r

in which a man also falls to his death f om standing on a moving
vehicle, and as he spatters out a golden shower. It is the nairntor's
father who does that in the novel, but we have now seen both father
a11d son (the narrator as his father's child in "Blow, West Wind") per

I

horridly the hill," and a "brook goes gray among boulders," is con
tinuous with the landscape of "Small White House," where "The sun
... beats down," "hills shudder," and "The river ... shrinks I Among

rator taking care not t o stir u p a golden shower, not t o disturb the yel

the hot boulders." Apart from this, the situation is reversed. In "Chain
Saw" the narrator is inside a house when he hears, in addition to the
saw, a cry come from outside: "The crow, in distance, calls with the

low dust on the bed where he was conceived:

crystalline beauty I Of the outraged hemt"; while in the other poem

form that gesture in Or Else. "I Am Dreaming" begins with the n a r 

It.

he is standing outside the small white house of the title when "a
child's cry comes from the house." In a third point of comparison, the
saw's "scream of castration," in which "the present I Murders the

Saw
The bed.

past," finds its equivalent in the only other event recounted in "Small

Where it had
Been. Now was. Of all

Covering stripped, the mattress
Bare but for old newspapers spread.

Curled edges. Yellow. On yellow paper dust,
The dust yellow. No! Do not.
Do not lean to

Look at that date. Do not touch
That silken and yellow perfection of Time that

Dust is, for
There is no Time. I,
Entering, see.

White House": "the wax-wing's beak slices the blue cedar-berry, I
Which is as blue as distance." In "I am Dreaming" the poet had told
us that "His eyes I Had been blue," speaking of his father; they had
become berries there too, "mulbeITies, I Crushed and desiccated."
Crushed there, sliced here, the father's eye suffers. The chain saw's
teeth ("the whirl-tooth hysteria I Of now, now, now!") that castrated
the tree reappears in the form of a slicing beak (attacking, metonymi
cally, a tree).
In "I Am Dreaming" the son recognizes that the flesh down
which "Sweat, I Cold in arm-pit slides" is his own. That image reap
pears in "Chain Saw," suggesting a possible identification between

The yellow dust is Time's perfection, but because it is on the parents'

the wielder of the castrating saw and the son: "under I Arm-pits of the

bed it is surely also the father's trace. In "A Vision: Circa 1880" (from

blue-shirted sawyer sweat I Beads cold." In "Last Laugh" (in Now

"Mortmain," in You, Emperors, and Others), Warren imagines his

golden shower. In "I Am Dreaming," in a beautiful and appropriate

and Then), Wmrnn would return to the idea of what a saw can do to
a father, focusing on what twelve-year-old Samuel Clemens beheld as
he peered through the keyhole at the results of his father's autopsy:
"the head II Sawed through, where his Word, like God's, held its
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father as a boy, emerging "Out of the woods where pollen is a pow
der of gold," which is another way of associating the father with a

deepest den" (this peeping Tom would later, of course, invent the
story of a boy Sawyer)." That the sawyer is a figure for a father-mur
dering son is borne out by the saw's being characterized as "the pres
ent" that "Murders the past."
As the tree suffers, so too does the landscape, in both poems. In
the line just after the one in "Chain Saw" in which the sun's foot
smites the hill, "the stalk of the beech leaf goes limp." The beech is
preeminently the father's tree, as we know from the extensive net
work of associations reaching back to World Enough and Time and
ahead to "No Bird Does Call." In light of that, what happens to the
stalk of the beech leaf sounds like paternal erectile dysfunction, par
ticularly appropriate in a poem where the scream of castration is
heard. Similarly, in "Small W hite House" the sliced blue cedar-ben-y
(a part for the whole of the tree, as the stalk of the leaf may stand for
the beech) is associated with the sun-smitten landscape there as well,
in the internal echo between the third line, where the shuddering hills
"withdraw into distance" and the seventh, where the cedar-beITy "is
as blue as distance."
"lnte1jection #4: Bad Year, Bad War: A New Year's Card, 1969,"
like other Inte1jections, breaks the continuity of sequence in that it is
connected to only one of the two poems it comes between, in this
instance to "Forever O'Clock," which follows it. John Brown's
favorite passage from Hebrews about there being no remission "with
out shedding of blood" is quoted in an epigraph preceding the
"Interjection."" The poem is a meditation on blood and innocence,
contrasting the War in Vietnam, the "bad war," with other wars, which
"had been virtuous. If blood // Was shed, it was, in a way, sacramen
tal, redeeming/ Even evil enemies from whose veins it flowed,// Into
the benign logic of History." The innocent sometimes must suffer "the
paw-flick of/ The unselective flame." The nan-ator adopts an ironic
stance, praying God "To be restored to that purity of heart/ That sanc
tifies the shedding of blood," to be restored to that time when, waging

The world whose mathematical center she occupies is that of the
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"Forever O'Clock" counters this nostalgia for innocence by
beginning with instances of guilt-a criminal about to be executed,
then what is apparently the narrator's own recollection of waking up
in a hotel room with a woman not his wife. In the longest section of
the poem, the narrator engages in a considerably longer and more
detailed recollection; this time of innocence perceived, his glimpse of
a two-year-old black child playing in the front yard of her house as he
drives past.
The title alludes to the impending hour of death: "A clock is get
ting ready to strike forever o'clock." One can hear it getting ready to
strike the way the convict about to be shot by firing squad can "hear
the mind of the Deputy Warden getting ready to say, 'Fire!'" Like the
remission of sin that can only be achieved through blood in the pre
ceding "Interjection," the sound of what is about to happen can only
be perceived through one's blood: "The sound is one you hear in your
bloodstream and not your ear."
The little girl's play, though innocent in itself, repeats in almost
ritual fashion the representation in "Interjection #4" of war's destruc
tion of the innocent as "the paw-flick of / The unselective flame."
Only in the full sequence, however, which includes "Rattlesnake
Country," the poem after "Forever O'Clock," does the full force of
that parallel emerge.
The naked child with plum-black skin is intensely occupied.

From a rusted tin snuff can in the righl hand, the child pours red
dusl over the spread fingers of the lcfl hand
held out prone in the bright air.

The child stares at the slow-falling red dust. Some red dust piles
precariously up on the back of the little black

fingers thrust oul. Some does nol.
The sun blazes down on the naked child in the mathematical center of
the world ...

three sequential poems "Interjection #4," "Forever O'Clock," and
"Rattlesnake Country." It is by placing the child in the center of the
three that Warren makes it possible for us to see how the red dust
pouring down is a reincarnation of the flame, for in "Rattlesnake
Country" the girl's behavior is paralleled by that of a "boy"-the
American Indian "Laughing Boy"-killing snakes. Specifically, he
"keeps a tin can/ Of gasoline" (recalling the girl's "rusted ti11 snuff
ca11") with which he will "Douse" rattlesnakes "with the left hand"
(while she held her tin can "in the right hand") and "with the nail of
the right thumb, / Snap a match alight. // The flame" will catch up
with the rattler before he reaches his hole, if Laughing Boy has timed
it right. "The flame flickers blue" and, later, having tried this game
himself and succeeded, the narrator will "Remember/ The blue-tat
tered/lick of whiteflame"-as we should remember "the paw,f/ick of
I The unselective flame" in "lnte1jection #4." If we do remember it,
then we can appreciate how the paw becomes the girl's hand and then
Laughing Boy's, and how the flame becomes red dust poured out of
a tin can, which itself becomes flaming gasoline poured out of anoth
er tin can. Having already seen the interchangeability of a shower of
gold liquid and a shower of gold dust elsewhere in the interflow of Or
Else's images, we can see, too, that the African American girl and the
Native American Laughing Boy are repeating not just the flick of the
flame but also the golden shower enactments performed by the nar
rator as a boy in "Blow, West Wind" and by the black lynching vic
tim in his life's last gasp in the "Ballad of Mister Dutcher."
Although the poems in Or Else form a seamless web, I must
break off here, at about the half-way point, to stay within reasonable
article length. I am grateful to the editors of RWP for the oppm1unity
to present a po11ion of my reading of this impo11ant instance of
Warren's uncanny ability to construct a poetic collection that is at the
same time many and one.
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- Poetic Odyssey
Whatever Happened To "You" ? A
VICTOR STRANDBERG

I. The Genesis of "You"
In 1960, with the publication of You, Emperors and Others,
Robert Penn Warren gave top billing at last to the most mysterious,
long-lasting character in his poetic oeuvre. The origin of "you" goes
back to Warren's earliest poem to appear in all four of his Selected
Poems volumes, "To a Face in the Crowd." Dated 1923, when the
poet was eighteen years old, this poem begins with a fraternal address
to "you": "Brother, my brother, whither do you pass?" At this point,
the main significance of "you" seems to be his power to haunt the
speaker, who says "In dream, perhaps, I have seen your face before."'
This hint that the drama of "you" will involve the unconscious
("dream") may help explain the paranormal powers of this mysteri
ous alter ego in its future manifestations. And it was to be a long
future. Though the last stanza says "Your face is blown, an apparition,
past," that face was to return over the next four decades of Warren's
verse in countless mutations.
At the end of the decade, in 1929, Warren ended his most ambi
tious verse to date, a seven-poem sequence called "Kentucky
Mountain Farm," with a fantasy about "you." In this segment, titled
"The Return," a k,af falling toward its reflection in a stream repre
sents-again evoking the motif of "dream"-the unified self that the
speaker longs for:
A richer leaf rose to the other there.

They touched; with the burning clarity of dream,
Bosom to bosom, burned on the quiet stream.

So, backward heart, you have no voice to call

Your image back, the vagrant image again .... (38)
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